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SONORA MEXICAN STATE AND ITS MUNICIPAL PROGRAMS AGAINST 

POVERTY AND SOCIAL LACK: A EVALUATION 

 

Camberos Castro Mario1,  y Fernández Valencia Valeria2 

 

Abstract: Word Poverty has been considerate as a hard problem since 4 decades ago (The 

World Bank, 1990). This is a reason because in 2000 year was included as a Millennium 

goal: reduce it at half in 2014 year (UN, 2000) and go on, as new challenge, vanish extreme 

poverty in 2030 year (The World Bank, 2014). What happened at Mexico Country? In this 

context Coneval Poverty Report register a difficult situation in 2014 year, multidimensional 

poverty as measured Sabina Alkire (2008) method, lightly modified, with six lacks added, 

reached a 55.3 millions of mexicans CONEVAL (2015), but was severe in 2016 year Lp 

method measured (CONEVAL, 2017), picks up more than 67 million of Mexicans.  

This finding are enough to justify researching poverty steady and social lack at Sonora 

municipal level; but our objective is going beyond Coneval (2014) figures, look for an impact 

evaluation of spending on more important programs against multidimensional poverty, such 

as OPORTUNIDADES, and FAIS, a Mexican program for municipal social infrastructure 

which will be evaluated both sources use efficiently and administrative too. Methodology 

and data used to measure multidimensional poverty and social lack were taken of 

CONEVAL, and we added comparative analysis method between poverty index and social 

lack versus spending.  

Result reveal political social low impact on reduction of poverty; this spite of New Ley de 

Desarrollo Social (2004). In this line, According Coneval´s information, Sonora State 

Southern municipals, multidimensional poverty grew in this decade (2015). Result confirm 
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low relation between spending changes and poverty reduction; so inefficient resource using 

emerge.             
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